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In: Real-World Articles, Books &amp; Comedy books, edited in the hit-and-run series Comments Share Novel, eBook I never met him. Not really. I thought, but when I read my diary, I realized I didn't see it at all. And now it's too late. It's too late to tell him I decided to tell him. I'm sorry to tell him it's too late. Faith of the Hitia: Turk is a novel written by Oliver
Boden, published on December 4, 2012. The novel is a adaptation of the video game The Faith III of Hitia, although it gives a special emphasis on the early days of the Hettam Kenya way in the order of templars, also presenting part of his childhood, in which his father was murdered, and his sister kidnapped. After that a mysterious twitter is in charge of
training and fostering him, many later many events he learned as a child that everything would make him question, thus relying on no one to reveal the truth, then remaining in a constant battle between the killer and the Templars. Unexpectedly he learns that he has a son, Connor, and he gets to know each other a little bit. Published in Spain, La Esfara de
los Libros July 2013: . The video game focuses on the differences with the [edit] story references to Hettam, thus describing the most of the diary of the way to Kenya, in which his father died and his sister is kidnapped. Time Ratonhnhak? : Ton was to be hung, video game shows that the killers helped him lead by the achalas davenport, but the book helps
him in hiding, without seeing the ton. Community content is available under CES unless otherwise stated. I am a teloria expert and have a great skill in handleing death. It's not a skill that brings me joy but I'm good at it, just. 1735. London Hetham learned to deal with the sword because he was a child and was able to hold the weight of the weapons. When his
house is a terrible attack in which his father is killed and his sister is kidnapped, Hetham is forced to save only as he knows: murder. A mysterious twitter teaches him to take care of him and become a deadly killer. Used by the people who are used to revenge, Hettam begins the struggle to take those who, without wiping his family, interrogated anyone and
knew him as a child. A war that returns at the beginning of time, as they dive further and more into the long war between the killer and templars. Release Date 02/07/2013 Pages 368 Internal Code 27012 Style Novel Shape 15 × 23-23-Double Collection Fiction/Marketplayer Player Price 19' Back to The Faith Saga of The Hittaira has started to get a great
copy media since its inception to all kinds of audiences, not just console players, comedy, short films and books Since his second digital episode on the console, Oliver Boden has been writing parallels to each video game, a book that doubles the facts of each title, which can gradually evolve and count new events that the console cannot enjoy. According to
the belief of the Hitia, the beliefs of the 3rd are abandoned, and we can say that it is a common practice in video games in terms of stories. The faith stars of Hatihara, unlike previous episodes, the game's halanak, the Hetham Kenya way. The book is that if it was the diary of the movie, it is the recounted, which he writes throughout his life. This story begins
long before the start of the video game, with a child living in a wealthy London 1735 family in Hetham, before his tenth birthday, attacked his house and kidnapped his half sister and killed his father. Looking for her father's killers, as well as other situations, she will join the order of the Shorves Templar and lead her to fight for her until she takes him to colonial
America. The story used by the author has produced a lot since the first book, in Turkish, he plans to write in the first person for the first time, developing the book as the diary of the film. The writing stops focusing too much on character movement and gets deeper, all of Hetham's thoughts are imputing, which will lead readers to better understand it and
those who are located there to understand some actions and attitudes. However, although everything is re-contained in the first person throughout the life of Hettam, there is no evolution or maturity of the character writing as he grows. At the end of the book, as in the past, a character relationship appears, although in this book it is not as necessary as there
are fewer characters and fewer interrelationships. The most fascinating thing about this book, as described above, is achieved with the character, passing from the hero to the halan, in addition to many unexpected twists in the story that will fall off you from the chair, Also, for saga fans, you will attract that most of the book that is not visible in video games,
unlike previous episodes, which was similar to video games in The Panerharan, was seen in the Muslim Brotherhood and in revelation small things You can already see the whole new one and will be in almost the entire book game in the unprinted. In addition to the few words related to the words of the universe of the faith of the Author, this book is
specifically exchanged for two: Grand Master Templar Grand Master. And those who came before the first arrival . Finally, the book features a novel with a stunning and attractive core example, which is always in the collection, however, the character of the core is a video game film, not a book, certainly artists can get a great picture to represent the path of
the heath. As a result, a book for any audience, you won't need to play video games or read previous episodes, because it's a new character. With which you are in an encouraging role, as we will understand that some of your tasks are not right. In addition, it is essential for saga fans, as the role of the path of the heath is presented to us in video games as a
sly and here they will understand because of everything. The book covers the faith of the Hatirah. I am a teloria expert in Turkey and I have a great skill in handling death. It's not a skill that gives me happiness but I'm just good at it, Says The Story. The Faith of the Hit, the fifth novel of Oliver Bowden (1948) has hit critics and viewers that are based on
Ubisoft's own video game titled. The publishing house that remains in charge of editing and publishing the work of the book circle. The novel focuses on the story of the Hettam Kengels way which learned to handle the sword as being able to hold its weight. In this way, the game tells how he attacks in which his father has died and his sister is kidnapped, he
can see himself in a situation of defending his family in the same way: murder. Revenge will direct those who leave their family with the help of a guardian who will turn him into a deadly killer. He won't trust anyone and won't doubt everything he learned as a child. The deception becomes a key point for the film which is a battle between the killer and the
Templars to set itself up, a battle that returns back at the beginning of time. So the novel will be exploring the motivations that led him to go to the United States to take them down in search of some members of the Templar Order. Here you can read the first chapter of the faith of the Hathea. He was never found in Turkish Prologue. Not really. I thought, but
when I read my diary, I realized I didn't see it at all. Other It's too late. It's too late to tell him I decided to tell him. I'm sorry to tell him it's too late. Part 1, December 6, 1735 2 days ago I turned ten and should be celebrated at my home in Queen Anne Square, but my birthday has not gone away; There are no fi, only funerals, and our charming home looks like a
blackened, homeless tooth between the tall white brick houses of Queen Anne Square. So far, we've stayed at one of my father's properties in Bloomsbury. It is a good home and, although the family is inefficient and our life is broken, at least we have to thank him. Here we will stay here, the nervous, anxious past like waiting-until our future is decided. Fire
used my diary, so it's like starting to write. In this case, I should probably know my name, Hetham, an Arabic name for an English boy whose home is London, and who lived an idyllic life two days before his birth, is the worst safe that existed elsewhere in the city. From Queen's Square we saw the smoke and smoke above the river, and like the rest, we were
disturbed by the smell, which I could only describe as a wet horse, but we didn't have to cross the factories, the stories and the animals and people's bodies. The current spills accelerate the passage of the disease: patch, hed, polio...-open, master hetham, or you will catch a cold. When we walked through the fields in Hampstead, my eyes used to remove me
unfortunately, coughing and covering my eyes, I didn't see the kids with the utres. What was their most feared disease. I think because you can't reason with it; You cannot stand against bribery or illness, and you respect neither wealth nor dignity. He is a tough enemy. And indeed he did not attack without warning . So every night he made sure I had no
symptoms of measles or schitha and then reported his good health to my mother, who came to kiss me good night. You know I was one of the lucky ones, with a mother who gave me a nice night's kiss and a father who loved me too, who loved me. And one step sister, Jenny, who told me about the rich and poor, who made me aware of the fate and I had to
think about others. He's a man of good principle, valuable to the world, to get twitter and afew s's services and teach me. One of the lucky ones. Those kids who worked from above, in farms, factories and chamines. Sometimes I wonder if they will be friends though Other kids. Then, although I knew my life was more comfortable than you, I am jealous of
them for them: their friends. I had no one, nor did I see my brothers or sisters of my age, and to look for them, well, I was ashamed. Also, there was another problem: when I was only five years old, the light came in. It happened one afternoon. Queen Anne Was built together in The Square, so we often saw our neighbors, either in the same square or in the
garden behind them. There was a family on one part of our house with four daughters, two of them my age. They spent hours playing blind or playing the blind hockey in their garden and I could hear them as I kept the clausaang under my twitter watch eye, the old Mr. Falang, who had brown complexion, the population's abrow, and whatever it was with his
nose pulled out This particular afternoon, the old Mr. Falang left the room and I waited until his steps went away to get my pearls, go to the window and look at the neighboring mansion garden. This is a family name. Mr. Maawas was a member of Parliament, which my father said, hardly hid his secret. He had a high wall garden and, despite the trees, bushes
and plants in full bloom, some parts appear from the room where I graded, so I saw the girls of IA playing. On this occasion, for change, it was scratch, and they had placed some mallis on the ground as a temporary track, although it wasn't very serious to take. Of course both the elders tried to teach the game two small points. I am a tato, pink and flopping
cloth. He laughed and said, and every now and then I could hear an adult sound, maybe of a neon, out of my eye behind the curtain under some trees. I left my accounts unfocused on the table for a moment until I had paid them, all of a sudden, almost as if I could see that they were considering it, the smallest, a little, a little bit, compared to me, i saw in the
window and we both hated each other. I took a spit and then, not very convincing, raised a hand to say hello. To my surprise, the girl answered me with a smile. He then moved his sisters, who gathered around him, and four, excited, to move their necks and cover their eyes of the sun to see their window, where I was shown in a museum, plus that the object
of the exhibition moved out of shame and a little bit of it. There is a friendship. But he appeared under his neon trees shelter that looked dry, angry in my window with an expression that what he thought of me – he was a snout or worse – and immediately took four girls out of my sight. See if Nene had thrown at me before she saw it and I'll see her again in the
square or in the fields behind us. Remember that my eyes took me away from the unfortunate ragged ones? Others kept their children away from me. Honestly, I never surprised. I didn't ask myself because... I don't know, because there was no reason to ask him, I have a duty. It was just something that happened and I didn't know anything else. (ii) At the
age of six, Edith gave me a bunch of shoes with a dress and a silver box. I came out from behind the screen with my new shiny box yshoes, a beanie and a jacket. Edith called one of the maids and she said it was my father's giant picture, and of course it was the idea. Later, my parents came to see me, and I took the oath that the father had a little bit of a
class of his eyes, while the mother did everything and just had to cry at her to stay in the children's room, shaking her hands until Edith approved her from the room. Standing there, I felt a mature, although I felt the heat on my balls again. Suddenly I was wondering to myself if I made an elder, in my new suit I would be considered beautiful. I often thought
about them. Sometimes I could see them out the window, walking through their garden or guiding careers. I thought I took a look at one of them in my window, but if he saw me, there was no smile or greeting at that time, there was only a shadow of what his wife had given me, as if he had passed on his dislike to me, as if he had known him. The
Dawesweres were on one side, with these two-and-a-half toes, while the other was Barrates. They were families of eight children, boys and girls, although I had never seen them. As a dawes, my relationship with them was limited to entering careers or separating them in the distance in the fields. One day, soon after my eighth birthday, I was in the garden,
walking around while the red bricks half-crumbling stick down the high wall. Sometimes I'll stop to turn the stone around a stick to inspect these insects as the madalytes, the malleables, the insects that pull their long bodies, and I stumbled across the door due to a corridor between my house and the barlets. The heavy doors had closed with a huge zing-
contaminated metal lock that didn't seem to open in years and I hated it for a while, weighing the bolt in my hand's arms, when I heard a noise, a boy's suppressing sound. Hey, you. Is it true that what they say about their father ? It came from the other side of the door, although I took a moment to find it, a few moments when I was scared, with fear. Then my
heart came out of my chest when I looked through a hole in the door and saw eyes without any eyes. Then this question:-Come on, they'll call me soon. Is it true that what they say about their father ? Glory, I bent down to keep my eye at the height of the door. - Who are you? I asked. It keeps me, Tom, next door. I knew Tom was the youngest son, he was my
age. I heard his name. And who are you? He wanted to know. I mean what your name is. Hetham, I answered, and wondered if Tom was my new friend. He had a friendly eye, at least. - What a strange name! - It's Arabic. This means young eagles. - Well, it makes sense. What do you mean, it makes sense? - Ah, I don't know. But he's got it somehow. And
it's just you, isn't it? I have a sister, I answered. And I also live with mom and dad. - It's a very small family. I am shaken . - Hey, is that true or not? He insisted. Is your Father what they say ? And don't even think about lying. I see your eyes, you know? I will be able to tell you that you are a liar. I'm not lying, but I don't know what they say, even those who say
it. I didn't find that funny and very pleasant. It was an idea that the common and we, the family, along the way to Kenya, were not involved. The owner of the eye felt something in my head's voice, because he had to add immediately:-I'm sorry... I'm sorry if I didn't do anything. I was just interested, it's all. You see, there's a rumor and if it was true it would be
very interesting...- What rumor? - You'll find him stupid. I braved him and contacted him, a angry eye, as I said, What do you mean? What do people say about my father? He was a blancad . - They say it was a... Suddenly there was a noise behind him and I heard a male voice calling him: Thomas! And he began to warn . Oh, what a hassle! He is a quick-ass
. I have to go, they call me. I hope you look around. When he left, he left and I stayed there, wondering what he meant. What will be the rumor? What do people say about our small family? The moment I remembered that I had to hurry. It was almost noon, time for gun training. Weapons.
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